Visioneer ® OneTouch® Software

Simplifying
Scanner
Workflow with
One Button

V

isioneer was the first in our
industry to define simple
scanning. We invented
OneTouch to reduce the many
complex steps required in the document
scanning workflow down to just one
touch of a button. It’s a powerful yet
easy-to-use scan workflow application.
OneTouch can be personalized to fit
your specific document scanning needs,
defining custom scan workflow steps:
scan settings, file formats, image quality,

file naming and scan file destinations. All
of these complex scan tasks are then
triggered with just one button – from
your scanner or PC.
First-time users will love the 9 standard
OneTouch workflows for most common
jobs: settings, format, quality, naming
and destination already preconfigured.
Advanced users can fully customize
the scan experience their environment
requires, bringing scanned documents
into their digital workplace.

Visioneer ® OneTouch® Software
Bundled Solution

Easy to Find

Scan-to-Application

Push-Scanning

Always-on Presets

Workflow Facilitator

Multiple Destinations

Deep Technology

The powerful OneTouch utility
is included and automatically
installed with all Visioneer and
Xerox® DocuMate® scanners, so
you are up and running without
learning custom applications.
Nine standard pre-set scan jobs
are available right out of the
box with the most popular scan
settings, file formats, quality
choices, naming and scan file
destinations.

The OneTouch icon remains in the
Task Tray so it’s easy to locate.
Plus, by default, files are named
by function and date and stored
in a OneTouch subfolder, so
they’re also simple to find.
OneTouch directly links Visioneer
and Xerox DocuMate scanners
with industry-leading OCR, PDF
and office software, forming an
easy conduit from paper to a
selected destination.

You can customize OneTouch
destinations. If a program supports
common scan file formats, then
OneTouch recognizes it and will
open the scanned document in
that application.
Scan to one or many destinations
at once, including folders,
email, Microsoft Office, printers,
applications, etc. You can even
enable barcode reading for job
separation or file naming.

Many scanners force you to open
a software application to start a
scan. Not so with OneTouch. It
allows scanning directly from the
scanner control panel, synched
with your OneTouch presets.
OneTouch gives access to all
of the capabilities of Visioneer
TWAIN DriverPLUS’s flexible scan
settings, Acuity Image Processing
features, and ABBYY’s awardwinning OCR engine.

OneTouch LINKS SDK
A OneTouch SDK provides a wizard-based template for
system integrators and enterprise application developers with
modularized and documented OneTouch “link” development
code to develop their own specific destinations and create
presets in the OneTouch control panel quickly and easily. Links
developed with the SDK will have access to all OneTouch
functions and advanced settings.

OneTouch Standard Preset Configurations
Button

Function

Destination

Format

1

Scan

ABBYY Fine Reader Sprint

PDF - quality

2

Search

ABBYY Fine Reader Sprint

sPDF - quality

3

Print

Default Printer

BMP

4

Email

Outlook / Outlook Express

PDF - normal

5

Fax

Default Fax / Printer

BMP

6

Edit

Word / Wordpad

RTF

7

Archive

Transfer to Storage

PDF - quality

8

Photo

Transfer to Storage

JPG - quality

9

Magazine

Transfer to Storage

JPG - normal

Parallel Scanning
OneTouch supports Visioneer’s proprietary Parallel Scanning,
which allows users to connect multiple scanners to one PC and
run them concurrently with the same or different scan jobs.
Each scanner has its own OneTouch window, and the presets
stay synchronized with each scanner’s control panel. This
flexibility is perfect with Production scanners, which can support
up to 90 presets on the control panel.

Supported File Formats
Image file formats:
JPG, PNG, TIFF, BMP, GIF,
Image-only PDF

Text file formats:
PDF, sPDF, nPDF, DOC, RTF,
TXT, XLS, CSV, HTML

Visioneer Intelligent Software Platform
Visioneer Capture SE

Visioneer Acuity

Visioneer TWAIN DriverPLUS

Visioneer Capture SE is a flexible,
powerful batch scanning solution that
can split scans into separate files, create
indexes, read barcodes and extract data.

Visioneer Acuity enables you to improve
the visual clarity of scans. Acuity
uses over 25 advanced algorithms to
intelligently correct documents.

DriverPLUS offers an impressive array of
settings to enable precise customization
of the scan with a simple-to-use interface
and helpful tool tips.
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